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Abstract—The goal of this study was to discuss the impact of different forms of MET. This includes the analyses of test reliability, test difficulty, and item quality of three English tests. Results show that test forms differ in test quality, and then test equating was conducted with the equipcentile method. The implications of equated scores for college English teaching were discussed finally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Matriculation Test system in China (MET) is a high-stake standardized test which universities use to select new students. Since 2017, three multiple forms of MET designed by the Chinese Ministry of Education have been used nationwide and administered in different provinces.

However, this move has sparked debates concerning the comparability of test scores across test forms. Use of multiple forms of the same test is common in high-stakes tests, even if the scales measure the same construct, the raw scores on the different scales will not be comparable if the scales are not based on the same metric (Mâsse, Allen, Wilson, et al., 2006). Thus, the same raw score on the two different scales won’t indicate the same level of the knowledge, the scores won’t be comparable.

To compare scores from different forms is crucial for language testers, researchers, policy makers, and educators (Saida, Hattori, 2008). Score users need to compare the scores of test-takers who took different forms of the test, testing organizations need to report scores that are comparable and make test decision, educators need to place students into different levels based on comparable scores and adapt their teaching.

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The solution to this problem is test equation, which is used to establish a mathematical relationship between two scales so that the scores are based on the same metric and thus are comparable (Kolen, Brennan, 1995).

This study uses English as the subject, and addresses the research questions:

• How does test quality compare between different test forms?
• How to equate scores of different test forms onto the same scale?
• What are the implications for college teaching?

III. METHOD

A. Participants

1157 senior students of high schools are determined as the research sample, and three tests forms of MET were given to them with one week interval, thus it is a common group equating design.

B. Test Forms

This research focus on three test papers, including Shanghai (2008), Shanghai (2009), and Jiangxi (2009), which are the most representative and similar in test content. For convenience, they are referred to as Test A, Test B and Test C. Equating of Test A and B represent the cross-year comparison within one province, while Test B and C represent the cross-province comparison within one year.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Analysis of Test Quality and Test Difficulty

The program IRTPRO has been used to estimate item parameters, which implements the method of Maximum Likelihood for item parameter estimation.
Table I and Table II show the descriptive analysis of item parameter estimates. Comparatively, the mean of $b$ and $a$ of Test C are substantially larger than those of Test A and B, suggesting the difficulty level of Test C is higher than the other two, meanwhile, it has high item discrimination.

B. Test Reliability Analysis

One fundamental question in evaluating test quality is how accurately a test has measured an individual’s ability. In IRT, this question can be addressed by computing test information function (TIF for short).

"Table III" demonstrates that along the ability scale, the TIF of Test C is significantly the largest, and the expected S.E is the lowest. The TIF in "Table III" shows that the three tests are doing well in estimating ability, moreover, Test A and Test B are very close in test precision across the full ability range, while Test C yields a test with obviously most test precision. Furthermore, in the ability range [-2, 0], "Fig. 1" shows the relative efficiency of TIF, which implies that the amount of TIF of the three tests is:

Test C > Test A > Test B.
### C. Test Score Equation

To address the questions as “how to put the test score onto the same scale”, the equating method of equipcentile is applied.

“Table IV” shows the same raw score on different tests has different percentiles in the testing group. Relatively, the same raw score on Test C has the highest percentile rank, while Test B has the lowest percentile rank, which suggests the same raw score doesn’t reflect the same level of ability. This is due to the difference in test difficulty among the three tests, as Test C is the most difficult test, Test B is the easiest one, the same raw score reflects different abilities level in the same testing group. For an example, the score of 100 on Test A corresponds to the percentile rank of 58, while the same score on Test B and Test C ranks 47 and 70 in the same group respectively. It indicates that for different examinees with the same score on various test forms actually have very diverse abilities.

### V. Conclusion

This study investigated test quality in terms of reliability and difficulty of three English tests of MET. The output shows that the three tests are not equivalent in level of difficulty and test accuracy. An equipcentile equating study has been carried out to put the raw scores of the three tests onto the same scale. The percentile distribution shows that the same raw score on different tests has different percentiles, which suggests the same raw score doesn’t reflect the same level of ability due to the difference in test difficulty.

The findings indicated that there are some negative consequences on college teaching and learning. Due to the difference in test difficulty, students admitted nationwide and placed in the same level in the college had very diverse abilities, and there might be a huge difference between students in the same classes. It is harder to maintain a good teaching pace and meet the needs of all the students—stronger students were demotivated, and weaker ones were struggling. The difference in the examinees’ ability also leads us to question the fairness of admission decision, and whether the decision provides equal education opportunity for all the testing groups.

This study provides the solution to the above problems by equating the scores of various test forms and makes them comparable. For testing organizations, the equation outcome can server as a scientific reference, which helps them to report comparable scores across regions and years; for policy makers, it help enhance the fairness of the admission decision. For educators, students are placed into the same level according to their equivalent abilities, and the difference in their ability is reflected by the difference in the scaled score, which makes the educators more aware of how to adjust their teaching.
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